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Collection Learner Sentences
Ø Conduct the exercises with Japanese high school students who  learns English 
Ø As a result, collected 651 sentences for 120 images

Learner Sentence

That air is flying of sky.

(1) Correctness Edit: corrects errors in sentences 
A jet is flying in the sky.

(2) Engagement Edit: give sentences more detailed information 
A jet is flying in the skyleaving a white trail with two other jets.

Men ride a white bicycle. A man rides a white motorbike.

Contributions
1) Dataset Construction

ØConstruct a new dataset for automatic assessment of image description 
2) Error Correction

Ø Propose a novel task of automatic error correction for image description

Given Image: 

Assessment SystemLanguage Learners

Learner Sentence: Men ride a bicycle.

Corrected Sentence: A man rides a motorbike.

Image Description Task
ØA learner is asked to produce a sentence that describes an image 

Processes
1) Converts objects in an image ! into object-wise representation (Image Encoder)
2) Converts a learner sentence " into a sentence representation (Sentence Encoder)
3) Calculates an attention vector #$ (Visual Attention)
4) Generates a corrected sentence % (Decoder)

Data Limitation
ØConstructed LLID size is limitation

• Generate synthetic dataset on the corrected sentence to pre-train the model
Synthetic Error Generation

ØFollow the existing approach [Awasthi+, IJCNLP19] and apply it on MS-COCO captions

Original Dataset
(MS-COCO Captions)

Synthetic Error 
Generation

Synthetic 
Captions

Dataset
ØPre-train: MS-COCO Captions + Synthetic Captions
ØFine-tune: Learner Sentence +  Correctness on LLID

Model
ØL-C: Generate a corrected sentence (C) from a learner sentence (L) w/o an image
ØLI-C: Generate a corrected sentence (C) from a learner sentence (L) w/ an image (I)

Quantitative Evaluation Qualitative Evaluation

Ablation Study

Grammatical Error Correction (GEC)
ØTask to correct grammatical errors in a sentence
ØGEC system cannot correct specific errors in image description tasks(i.e. semantic or pragmatic errors)

dogs on glass dogs on grass racket on the bench racket by the bench


